The Sentinel-2 satellite mission, developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) for the Copernicus program of the European Union, provides repetitive multi-spectral observations of all Earth land surfaces at a high resolution. The Level 2A product is a basic product requested by many Sentinel-2 users: it provides surface reflectance after atmospheric correction, with a cloud and cloud shadow mask. The cloud/shadow mask is a key element to enable an automatic processing of Sentinel-2 data, and therefore, its performances must be accurately validated. To validate the Sentinel-2 operational Level 2A cloud mask, a software program named Active Learning Cloud Detection (ALCD) was developed, to produce reference cloud masks. Active learning methods allow reducing the number of necessary training samples by iteratively selecting them where the confidence of the classifier is low in the previous iterations. The ALCD method was designed to minimize human operator time thanks to a manually-supervised active learning method. The trained classifier uses a combination of spectral and multi-temporal information as input features and produces fully-classified images. The ALCD method was validated using visual criteria, consistency checks, and compared to another manually-generated cloud masks, with an overall accuracy above 98%. ALCD was used to create 32 reference cloud masks, on 10 different sites, with different seasons and cloud cover types. These masks were used to validate the cloud and shadow masks produced by three Sentinel-2 Level 2A processors: MAJA, used by the French Space Agency (CNES) to deliver Level 2A products, Sen2Cor, used by the European Space Agency (ESA), and FMask, used by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The results show that MAJA and FMask perform similarly, with an overall accuracy around 90% (91% for MAJA, 90% for FMask), while Sen2Cor's overall accuracy is 84%. The reference cloud masks, as well as the ALCD software used to generate them are made available to the Sentinel-2 user community.
Introduction
Thanks to their open access policy, their systematic and frequent revisit, and their data quality, the Landsat [1] and Copernicus Sentinel-2 [2] missions have revolutionized the optical Earth observation at a high resolution. Before this open access era, most users only had access to a very limited number of images per year on their sites and used to process the data manually or at least in a very supervised manner. The amount of data provided by these missions pushes the users to The Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and the Centre d'Etudes Spatiales de la Biosphère (CESBIO), on the one hand, and the German Aerospace Centre (DLR), on the other hand, separately developed Level-2A processors containing cloud and shadow detection methods applicable to Sentinel-2 time series of images. CNES developed the Multi-sensor Atmospheric Correction and Cloud Screening software (MACCS) ( [4, 11] ), while DLR developed the atmospheric Correction software (ATCOR) ( [12] ). In 2015, the institutes decided to merge their efforts to develop the MACCS-ATCOR Joint Algorithm (MAJA). MAJA is built on the structure of MACCS, whose methods are extended with a few complementary elements from ATCOR.
Sen2Cor and FMask are mono-temporal methods that use only the image to process and determine the cloud cover, while MAJA methods exploit multi-temporal information. Although some cloud detection methods based on machine learning algorithms are starting to appear ( [13, 14] ), the three methods we selected are rule-based methods that apply thresholds to selected features.
In order to compare the results provided by the three processors quantitatively, reference cloud masks are necessary. To our knowledge, there is no in situ reference database that provides the cloud cover on a regular basis, with a good coverage at a decametric resolution. The validation of cloud masks classically relies on manually-classified images ( [13, 15] ) or polygons selected in a large number of images ( [16, 17] ). Such a validation dataset has already been generated for Sentinel-2 ( [16] ). A human operator selected and labeled polygons within a set of images, but looking at the selected polygons, we found that the authors had avoided selecting pixels near the cloud limits, where part of the difficulty and subjectivity of identification lies. For a more complete validation, we needed reference cloud masks for which all the pixels would be classified. To do that with a limited amount of manual work, we developed a new method based on machine learning.
As for most existing methods, the generation of our reference masks relies on the ability of well-trained human operators to recognize a cloud, a shadow, or a cloud-free pixel. However, since it would take too long for an operator to classify manually all the pixels of an image, we decided to use an active machine learning algorithm. Our method, named Active Learning Cloud Detection (ALCD), is iterative. The operator labels a small number of pixels, which are used to train a machine learning algorithm, which is used to produce a classification. After this step, the operator visually determines the possible imperfections of the classification and labels new pixels where the classification is wrong or uncertain. This procedure is iterated several times to get a satisfying reference cloud mask.
The article is organized as follows: Section describes the dataset used in the study. Section 3 recalls the detection methods used for Sen2Cor, FMask, and MAJA. Section 4 describes the ALCD method and its validation, and Section 5 describes and discusses the comparison of the validation results of the three selected operational processors.
Validation Results for Operational Processors and Discussion
We selected 10 sites and 32 Sentinel-2 L1C scenes, described in Table 1 which were used to validate the active learning method and then to evaluate the performances of the three selected operational processors. The 10 sites have been chosen in order to ensure a large diversity of the scenes. Several dates at different seasons were selected to obtain various atmospheric conditions, cloud types, and land covers.
Five out of ten sites are mostly covered by vegetation. We chose an equatorial forest site, Alta Floresta in Brazil, two very diverse sites, Arles (France) and Ispra (Italy), ranging from mountains to agricultural plains, and two flatter agricultural sites in Munich (Germany) and Orleans (France), which also include large patches of forests. We also added five arid sites, four in Africa and one in North America, with various degrees of aridity: Gobabeb, Namibia, is a desert site; Marrakech, Morocco, is mainly a high elevation semi-desert, which includes the highest peaks of the Atlas mountains; Railroad Valley (USA) includes very bright patches of sand and some mountains. The two last sites, Pretoria, South Africa, and Mongu, Zambia, contain grassland, savannah, and dry woodland. The sites are also very diverse in terms of elevation, with flat low altitude sites in Orleans, Gobabeb, and Alta Floresta, contrasted sites that go from mountains to sea level (Arles, Ispra), or from 450 m above sea level (a.s.l) to above 4000 m for Marrakech, and flat more elevated sites in Munich (600 m a.s.l), Mongu (800 m a.s.l), Railroad valley (1200 m a.s.l), Pretoria (1500 m a.s.l). 
Cloud and Cloud Shadow Detection Methods
The free availability of Landsat time series, which started in 2008 [18] , pushed several teams to develop reliable methods to generate cloud masks. The cloud detection methods applied to Landsat rely greatly on the Thermal InfraRed (TIR) bands, using the fact that cloud top temperature is often much lower than the temperature of cloud-free surfaces ( [19] ). For satellites that lack TIR bands, the classical cloud detection methods consist of a series of rules using thresholds on reflectance or reflectance ratios ( [4, 10, 16, 19, 20] ). They usually combine a set of criteria such as:
a threshold in the visible range, preferably after a basic atmospheric correction, as surface reflectance is low, while cloud reflectance is higher. 2.
spectral tests to check that the cloud is white in the visible and near infra-red range. 3.
a threshold on the reflectance in the 1.38-µm band, when it is available (for instance on Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2). This spectral band is centered on a deep water vapor absorption band that absorbs all light in that wavelength passing through the lower layers of the atmosphere ( [21] ). As a result, only objects on the upper layers can be observed. These objects are usually clouds, but some mountains in a dry atmosphere can also be observed [22] . 4.
thresholds on the Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) to tell snow from clouds, because snow has a much lower reflectance in the short wave infra-red ( [23] ).
If these criteria are efficient to detect thick clouds and high clouds (when the sensor possesses the 1.38 µm band), they usually tend to confuse cloud-free pixels with a high reflectance in the blue, such as bright deserts, and semi-transparent low clouds. Depending on the threshold value, either cloud-free high reflectance pixels will be classified as clouds or thin and low clouds will be classified as cloud-free.
Several arguments also push cloud mask developers to dilate the cloud masks they have obtained.
• Cloud edges are usually fuzzy, and some parts could be undetected.
•
Clouds also scatter light to their neighborhood, and this adjacency effect is very complicated to correct as it is very dependent on cloud altitude and thickness, which are not well known.
• Sentinel-2 spectral bands observe the Earth with viewing angles that can differ by about one degree. A parallax of 14km is observed on the ground, which is corrected by the geometric processing of L1C. However, this processing takes only the terrain altitude into account and not of the cloud altitude, resulting in uncorrected parallax errors, which can reach 200m for the bands that have the largest separation (B2 and B8a). Moreover, the acquisition of these two bands is also separated by two seconds, and wind speeds of 10-20 m/s are not uncommon in the atmosphere, adding a few tens of meters to the possible displacement. The parallax effect occurs mostly along the direction of the satellite motion and slightly in the perpendicular direction because of the time difference between acquisitions.
Because of these three items, it is therefore necessary to dilate cloud masks by 200-500 m.
In all this section, we will denote ρ band the Top Of Atmosphere reflectance (TOA) for a given spectral band and ρ * band the TOA reflectance corrected from gaseous absorption and Rayleigh scattering. The interest in performing a basic atmospheric correction before cloud detection is that it allows using the same threshold value whatever the viewing and Sun zenith angles are. Regarding the band names, we used the denomination provided in Table 2 . 
MAJA Cloud and Cloud Shadow Detection
For the sake of conciseness, all the details of the method and the threshold values are not provided here, but they have been described in depth in [4] . However, a few changes have recently been made to the method, which are highlighted here.
Sentinel-2's cirrus band centered at 1.38 µm was designed to detect high clouds, as the water vapor in this band absorbs all the light that would otherwise reach the Earth's surface and travel back to the satellite [21] . Except in very dry atmospheric conditions, the only light reflected to the satellite in this band comes from altitudes above 1000-2000 m. As a result, only clouds or high mountains can be observed in this band. In theory, the threshold to detect clouds with this band should evolve as an exponential function and should depend on the atmospheric water vapor content. In practice, very thin clouds are very frequent, but a large part of them is thin enough to bring very limited disturbance to the surface reflectance in the bands outside the cirrus band. We used for MAJA a quadratic law of variation of the cirrus band threshold with altitude. A high cloud is detected if Equation (1) is verified.
where h is the pixel altitude in km above sea level.
To the classical multi-spectral threshold methods described above, MAJA adds several multi-temporal criteria, because surface reflectances usually tend to change slowly with time. To use multi-temporal criteria, MAJA uses a reference composite image that contains the most recent cloud-free observation for each pixel. At each new image, MAJA updates the composite with the newly-available cloud-free pixels. Due to that, MAJA has to process the data for a given location in chronological order.
The multi-temporal method detects the pixels for which a sharp increase of reflectance in the blue is observed. However, ground surface reflectance can also increase with time, especially if the pixels in the composite have been acquired a long time ago, due to a persistent cloud cover. Because of that, the threshold on blue reflectance increase becomes higher when the time difference between the acquisition and the reference increases. If a pixel is declared cloudy by that criterion, it has to be whiter than in the reference composite image to be accepted as a cloud.
As MAJA is a recurrent method, it needs to be initialized. For that, we have also implemented a mono-temporal cloud mask, which tends to be less selective than the multi-temporal cloud mask. As a result, it is only used when the first image in a time series is processed or when, because of a persistent cloud cover, the most recent cloud-free pixel in the composite is too old to be used to detect clouds (more than 90 days). In [4] , a very simple threshold on the blue reflectance was used, but starting from MAJA Version 2.0, we replaced it by the ATCOR mono-temporal cloud mask, defined as:
A final control checks the correlation of each cloudy pixel neighborhood with previous images, as already done in [24] . We used a neighborhood of 7 × 7 pixels, at 240-m resolution. Given that it is very unlikely to observe a cloud at exactly the same place with the same shape in successive images, we discarded all cloud pixels for which a correlation coefficient greater than 0.9 was found.
MAJA tests were not performed at full resolution, but currently at 240 m, in order to (i) spare computation time and (ii) avoid false cloud or shadow detections that could occur at full resolution if spectral bands are not perfectly registered. Moreover, man-made structures, such as buildings, greenhouses, roads, and parking lots can have very diverse spectra and generally contain bright or dark objects that could be classified as clouds or shadows. Of course, due to the processing at a lower resolution, thin clouds with a size of about 100 m can be omitted in the MAJA cloud mask.
Once clouds are detected, it is possible to detect their shadows. The MAJA shadow detection method has been considerably updated since [4] was written, so we describe it here with more details. MAJA also uses a multi-temporal method to detect the darkening of pixels due to cloud shadows. Cloud shadows are usually more noticeable in the infra-red wavelengths, but when vegetation cover changes, the surface reflectances in the NIR and SWIR bands also exhibit more variations with time than for the shorter wavelengths. As a result, the best multi-temporal detection results for cloud shadow were obtained using the red band.
Two cloud shadow masks were generated: a so-called "geometric" one, which only searches for shadows where a detected cloud can cast a shadow, and a "radiometric" one for the shadows that may have been generated by clouds lying outside the image.
The "geometric" shadows algorithm computes the intersection between the zones where there could be a cloud shadow (because of the presence of a cloud in the neighborhood) and the zones in which the darkening in the red band seems high enough. For that, the MAJA cloud mask was used to compute the zone where a cloud shadow could exist, considering cloud altitudes from the ground to ten kilometers. For each altitude, the cloud shadow zone was computed using a geometric projection, accounting for the solar and viewing directions, as in [5] .
We then determined a threshold on the relative variation of the reflectance in the red band to detect the real cloud shadows within the possible shadow zone. To do that, we computed a red reflectance ratio:
is the reflectance of the pixel at date D, and ρ * red (D re f ) is the reflectance value in the cloud and shadow-free composite reference image (after a basic atmospheric correction, as explained above). A pixel may be a shadow if it belongs to the possible shadow region and if:
with T shadow a threshold value, which depends on the image content. To compute T shadow , a histogram of the red band reflectance ratio was computed for the cloud-free pixels. The threshold value was set to a certain percentage of the cumulative histogram, the actual value depending on the cloud cover proportion (the higher the cloud cover, the higher the percentage). To avoid local over-detections, the area of shadows was tested cloud per cloud to ensure that the cloud shadow area was not greater than the cloud area, with a 20% margin. If it was greater, a lower threshold was used to reduce its size.
For the "radiometric" mask, we used a threshold depending on the actual darkening of the shadows detected in the rest of the image by the previous ("geometric") algorithm or a default value if no shadow had been detected. As for the cloud detection, a final correlation test was used to eliminate some remaining over-detections.
Finally, as explained in the Introduction, all the cloud and shadows masks were dilated by two coarse pixels, i.e., 480 m.
The MAJA cloud mask is provided as a set of binary bits, which contain the results of each set of cloud masks:
and two bits used as a summary of the detection:
• cloud or shadow detected by any of the above tests • cloud detected by any of the above cloud detection tests
Sen2Cor Cloud Detection Method
The Sen2Cor cloud detection method is described in depth in ( [9] ), although this description applies to an older version of Sen2Cor and has not been updated since then. It mainly uses the four classical thresholds defined at the beginning of this section, but in a slightly different manner and with some complementary thresholds.
The specificity of the Sen2Cor method is that each test provides a probability map of cloud presence (between 0 and 1). All these individual probability masks are then multiplied to get a global probability mask. Various thresholds are applied to the global probability mask to get three masks: a low probability cloud mask, recently renamed "unclassified", a medium probability cloud mask, and a high probability cloud mask.
The global threshold (1) is applied to the red band instead of the blue band. As this test tends to detect too many clouds, several tests on band ratios are passed to avoid detecting clouds on:
• senescent vegetation (using the near infra-red/green ratio), • soils (using the short wave infra-red/blue ratio), • bright rocks or sands (using the near-infra-red/sand ratio).
Another test is used to tell snow from clouds, as described in the introduction of this section. Sen2Cor also detects cloud shadows using the fact that cloud shadows are dark and only keeps the shadows that can be traced back to a cloud. In this study, we had access to Sen2Cor Version 2.5.5.
FMask Cloud Detection Method
The FMask (Function of mask) method [25] was initially developed for Landsat 5 and 7 and later on extended to Landsat-8 [10] . It involves the surface reflectances and the brightness temperatures of the Thermal Infra-Red (TIR) Channels. In [10] as well, a variant of the method was developed for Sentinel-2 without TIR bands.
The FMask method first computes potential cloud and cloud shadow layers based on single date thresholds including the ones described in the general methods above and, of course, for Landsat only, on the thermal infra-red bands. After this first step, a second pass is used to compute the cloud probability based on statistics computed on the pixels that are not in the potential cloud layer. Pixels with the highest probability are also included in the potential cloud layer. An object-based method segments these layers and tries to match the clouds with their shadows, by iterating on the cloud altitude. If a good match is found, potential shadow objects are confirmed.
In this paper, we had access to the FMask 4.0 version, which is the most recent version of FMask. The improvements brought to the methods of FMask have not been published so far, but they at least include the detection of clouds based on Sentinel-2 observation parallax from [26] .
Method to Create Reference Cloud Masks

How to Recognize a Cloud
In Sentinel-2 images, clouds are white and usually have a reflectance higher than that of the underlying surface, especially in the blue band [20] . They also have a greater SWIR reflectance than that of snow [23] , and if they are high enough in the atmosphere, they have a non-null reflectance value in Sentinel-2 Channel 10 centered on the band at 1.38 µm [21] . They usually also look less sharp than the surface, and their shape changes from date to date in the same location. All these criteria can be used by a human operator to decide which pixels are clouds.
However, the first issue found in trying to build a reference cloud/shadow mask is the lack of an accurate definition of what we should consider as a cloud. As said in [15] , "note that a quantitative threshold does not exist to distinguish thin clouds and transparent features such as haze and aerosols, making thin cloud identification inherently subjective to any analyst". As it is possible, to some extent, to correct reflectances for the effects of aerosols, it is important not to confuse them with clouds. Moreover, even if it is easy to see a thin high cloud on the 1.38-µm band, this cloud can still be too thin to have an effect on the surface reflectance of the other channels. As a result, flagging as invalid all the pixels for which the surface reflectance at 1.38 µm is not null would result in discarding too much useful information for users.
Finally, the pixels we classified as clouds were either (i) opaque clouds that were easily identifiable, (ii) semi-transparent clouds that were identifiable in the band at 1.38 µm, which can be also discerned in the other bands, and (iii) semi-transparent clouds that were identifiable in visible bands, even if not visible in the 1.38-µm band. The clouds that were visible in the band at 1.38 µm were classified as high clouds, and the others as clouds.
Snow was distinguished from clouds by viewing the SWIR band at 2.2 µm (Band 12) and the digital elevation model. Similarly, shadows are quite easy to distinguish from water thanks to their shapes and textures, and in case of a doubt, we distinguished cloud shadows from other dark features, by checking that there were clouds around that could cast that shadow. It was also possible to tell cloud shadow from topographic shadow using the DEM, and in the case of topographic shadow, the shadow was still visible in another cloud-free image acquired a few days apart. In many cases, thin clouds were observed above cloud shadows, and we classified those as clouds. However, the distinction is not too important as the aim of the cloud shadow detection method is to tell the pixels valid for land surface analysis from the invalid ones.
Finally, water is usually easy to tell from land visually, using the image context, and in the case of mixed pixels, an accurate distinction is not essential, as we considered both pixels as valid for monitoring surface reflectances.
Using these rules, we labeled samples with 6 classes: land, water, snow, high cloud, low cloud, and cloud shadow.
Active Learning Cloud Detection Method
In order to classify whole images according to the 6 classes defined above, we set up an Active Learning Cloud Detection (ALCD) method. Active learning was introduced in 1994 [27] in the context of text recognition. It was later on introduced in remote sensing [28] . Active learning's main idea is that the training of a model based on a small ensemble of well-chosen samples can perform as well as a model trained on a large ensemble of randomly-chosen samples. It therefore provides a strategy to reduce the amount of time to devote to the provision of training samples. In classical active learning methods, samples that are automatically selected are proposed to be labeled by the user. We did not fully implement such an active learning method, but, after the first iteration, the user selected samples where the classifier had a low confidence or where it was obviously wrong. We provide here a general description of our methodology, then detail each step more accurately.
• Compute the image features to provide to the classifier.
• While the classification is not satisfactory:
1. Select of a set of samples for the 6 classes. After the first iteration, select these samples where the image classification is wrong or where the classification confidence is low.
2.
Train a random forest [29] model with the samples. 3.
Perform the classification with the model obtained at Step 2.
• end while.
We chose to generate reference cloud masks at 60-m resolution, which corresponds to the lowest resolution of Sentinel-2 bands.
Feature Selection
In the jargon of machine learning, the features are the information provided to the machine learning method. Regarding image classification, the features are information provided per pixel. In the ALCD method, for each scene, 26 features were computed:
• Twelve bands from the image to classify. Among the 13 available bands, the B8A band was discarded, as its information is redundant with respect to that of B8.
• The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [30] and the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) [31] of the image to classify.
•
The Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Its purpose is two-fold: First, it aims at improving the distinction between snow and clouds, in high altitude areas. Snow is generally present above a given altitude, and the threshold altitude is often more or less uniform on the scene. The combination of information coming from the reflectances and the DEM can help the classifier distinguish between those two classes. It can also partially avoid the false-positive detection of cirrus with Band 10 (1.38 µm) over mountains.
The multi-temporal difference between bands of the image to classify and a clear image. For this, we used a cloud-free date (referred to as the "clear date") acquired less than a month apart from the date we wanted to classify. We provided the difference of these images to the classifier, for all bands except Band 10, as it does not allow observing the surface except at a high altitude. Band 8A was also discarded, for the reason exposed above. Thus, 11 multi-temporal features were computed, from all the other bands.
• MAJA also uses a multi-temporal method. In MAJA, the scenes are processed in chronological order using cloud-free pixels acquired before the date to classify. To obtain results that are independent of those of MAJA, the cloud-free reference image used for ALCD was selected after the date to classify. Moreover, the clear date has to be close to the one to be classified, to allow considering that the landscape did not change. Therefore, we constrained the ALCD reference date to be less than 30 days after the date to classify.
• A side effect of requiring a cloud-free image within a month, but posterior to the date to classify, is that our method cannot produce a reference cloud mask for any Sentinel-2 image. Anyway, there is no need to be exhaustive in the generation of cloud mask validation images. However, the need to find an almost cloud-free image as a reference for the ALCD method prevents us from working on sites that are almost always cloudy, such as regions of Congo or French Guyana for instance. As the multi-temporal features of MAJA would not be very efficient for such regions, this can introduce a small bias in favor of MAJA in our analysis. Still, we included three cloudy sites in our analysis (Alta Floresta, Orleans, Munich) to try to minimize this bias. Finally, the necessity to find a cloud-free reference image has an advantage: it is an objective criterion for the selection of the images to use as reference cloud masks, which avoids a subjective bias for the selection of the images to be processed.
Sample Selection
Along with the features creation, ALCD generates an empty vector data file per class. The user is then invited to populate each file using a GIS software program (we used QGIS [32] ). The user can either select the pixels on a "true color" red-green-blue color composite image made with Channels 4-3-2 of Sentinel-2 or on a display of Band 10 to see the potential cirrus clouds. After the first iteration, the user can also view the classification generated at the previous iteration, as well as a confidence map described in the next paragraphs. This information is used to select and label samples where the classification looks wrong or where the confidence is low.
Before producing a large quantity of cloud masks, we studied whether it was more efficient to label points or polygons. By efficient, we mean the possibility to obtain a reliable classification quickly. Polygons have been used by [16] and other authors [33] . The main advantage of a polygon is that it allows selecting a large number of pixels. Therefore, for a similar number of clicks, the number of training samples will be greater with polygons than with points. However, it is time consuming to draw polygons while making sure that they do not include any other class, and it is highly likely that the pixels belonging to a given polygon carry similar information that does not improve the description of the class.
On the contrary, points can be placed quickly in a precise manner, even close to the border of clouds or on small areas. Finally, the diversity of pixels is far greater in the case of points rather than polygons. We thus decided to use points, after several tests on real cases.
The reference samples have been selected according to the principles exposed in Section 4.1. We also paid attention to selecting a number of samples proportional to the area represented by each class, with some increase for classes covering a small area, such as shadow or water. On the 32 scenes we classified, a mean of 120 samples was selected for the first iteration and about 300 points on average. To increase the information provided to the classifier, a data augmentation was done, which consisted of adding pixels in the 3 by 3 pixel neighborhood of 60-m pixels.
Machine Learning
For the machine learning part, we used the Orfeo Tool Box (OTB) [34] , which is an up-to-date satellite image processing library distributed as open source software. After several tests, we found that the Random Forest (RF) classifier [29] , provided the best results with a shorter training time, as [35] assessed.
Classification and Confidence Evaluation
At each iteration, after having trained a model, the classifier produces a classification map and a confidence map. The random forest classification method produces a large number of binary decision trees, which are used as a committee of classifiers. A vote is then performed, and the class that receives a majority of votes is chosen for each pixel. OTB also returns a confidence map, which is, for the random forest classifier, the proportion of votes for the majority class [34] . For each pixel, a confidence score between 0 and 1 is therefore given.
The confidence map can be used to help the operator select the next samples to classify. A map of low confidence regions is provided to the operator by applying a median filter to the confidence map to reduce its complexity. A layer style with discrete colors is provided to the users, to improve the readability of the map with QGIS.
With those two maps, the user can choose where it is interesting to add new labeled samples. He/she usually has to iterate a couple of times before reaching a satisfying result. When the user is satisfied with the maps, he/she can stop the iterative process and decide to use the last classification as the final one.
Validation of ALCD Masks
Visual Evaluation
The simplest option is to check visually if the masks are consistent with the corresponding image. This is done by overlaying the contours of the classes on the true color image and comparing the classification map with the original image. An example is available in Figure 3 . We checked all our masks this way, and only stopped the iterative process after they were satisfactory. Miniatures of the other scenes are provided in Figure 4 and in the Supplementary Material. 
Cross-Validation
A classical way to validate the performances of a classification is to use a part of the available samples for training and another part for validation. However, as the number of samples we had was quite low, using only half of them for the training would probably reduce the performance.
To avoid that, we used, for each scene, a 10-fold cross-validation ( [36] ), for which the available samples were randomly split into 10 parts. Ten validation experiments were made using each time a different part for validation and the 9 other parts to train the classifier. This enabled us to get an estimate of the quality of the classification and, by analyzing the dispersion of results for the 10 validation experiments, to check the stability of the result.
As our end goal was to provide accurate binary validity masks, we gathered the low clouds, high clouds, and cloud shadows into the invalid super-class, whereas the land, water, and snow classes were gathered into the valid super-class. Thus, a sample whose real class was low cloud, but which was classified as high cloud was considered correct.
The results were therefore binary. It was therefore possible to compute a number of statistics:
• TP, the number of True Positive pixels, for which both the classified pixel and the reference sample were invalid, • TN, the number of True Negative pixels, for which both the classified pixel and the reference sample were valid, • FN, the number of False Negative pixels, for which the classified pixel was valid and the reference sample was invalid, • FP, the number of False Positive pixels, for which the classified pixel was invalid and the reference sample was valid
From these quantities, we can compute the overall accuracy, which is computed as TP+TN TP+TN+FP+FN ; it is the quantity we tried to maximize.
We can also compute the recall (or sensitivity or user's accuracy) as TP TP+FN and the precision (or producer's accuracy) as TP TP+FP . The recall is the proportion of true positives that have been detected. A recall of 100% means all the true positive pixels (clouds or shadows) have been detected, while a precision of 100% means that no valid pixel was classified as invalid. The F1-score is defined as the harmonic mean of recall and precision, which can also be written as: 2 TP 2 TP + FP + FN . The resulting metrics for all the 32 scenes are plotted in Figure 5 . The global mean accuracy was 98.9%, the mean F1-score 98.5%, the precision 99.1%, and the recall 97.8%. All these figures indicate a good overall quality of the classifications.
The maximum standard deviation of the overall accuracy was 4%. One should note that, after the first iteration, the active learning procedure led us to label samples where the classification was not easy. Consequently, the accuracy and F1-score of the 10-fold cross-validation were computed with mainly difficult cases, which probably provided an underestimate of the classification's real performance. 
Comparison with an Existing Dataset
Hollstein et al. created a publicly-available database [16] . It consists of manually-classified Sentinel-2A images with polygons. Their classes were the same as the ALCD ones: cloud, cirrus, snow/ice, shadow, water, and clear sky. A direct comparison is therefore possible. As only one of the images they classified was part of our 32 scenes, we decided to classify 6 additional scenes with ALCD that are part of their dataset. We selected images for which a clear image was available within a month of the desired date. This dataset was not used as the reference image for the validation of operational cloud masks in Section 5, because a large part of the images were acquired very early in Sentinel-2's life when the acquisitions of Sentinel-2 were not steady yet and some auxiliary files were sometimes incorrect.
The comparison of masks showed a very good agreement, but we noticed on one image that the "shadow" class from the Hollstein dataset also included terrain shadows. On another image, a few polygons with the "cirrus" class were not thick enough to be classified as clouds according to our criteria defined above. Therefore, on those two images, along with the unchanged original reference cloud masks from Hollstein et al., a corrected version of the dataset was produced, to validate the ALCD output more accurately. The results of the correctly-classified pixels are given in Table 3 . It has to be noted that the cloud masks provided by Hollstein et al. do not contain the edges of the clouds where the distinction between valid and invalid pixels is difficult and somewhat subjective. This contributed to the very good agreement between both datasets as some of the most difficult pixels to classify were not included in the analysis. However, still, based on this comparison, we concluded that ALCD can produce satisfactory classifications, consistent with other teams' work. 
Conclusions on ALCD Validation
We used three methods to validate the reference cloud masks provided by the ALCD method. The first one used visual photo-interpretation to check that the obtained results corresponded to our definition of a cloud and a cloud shadow. The second, based on a 10-fold cross-validation, checked that the methodology was able to classify correctly whole images with the information provided by a limited number of manually-labeled samples. The third, which compared ALCD cloud masks with other cloud masks from Hollstein et al. [16] , showed that our definition of clouds was consistent by 98.3% with that of other experts.
Validation Results for Operational Processors and Discussion
As mentioned above, in this study, we compared the performances of three operational cloud mask processors (MAJA Version 3.2, Sen2Cor Version 2.5.5, and FMask Version 4.0), over the 32 scenes described in section 2. For each processor, we selected the most recent version we had access to, even if this version was not currently used in the operational ground segments. This choice was made to obtain a consistent level of progress among these codes and because we can expect that the ground segments will be updated soon to use these newer versions. As a result, the performances obtained were probably better than those obtained in the official products delivered before our work. Each of the three processors used a particular set of classes for its mask output. There is for instance no cirrus class for FMask, or the absence of distinction between a medium probability cloud and a high probability cloud in MAJA and FMask, which is present in Sen2Cor. In order to compare the results fairly, the multi-class classifications were transformed into binary classification: each pixel was thus classified as valid or invalid, which is moreover what most users need to know: Is a pixel valid to monitor surface reflectance or not?
For MAJA, a pixel is valid if its cloud/shadow mask value is zero, and invalid otherwise. The invalid pixels included a buffer of 480 m around the detected clouds or shadows.
For Sen2Cor, FMask, and ALCD, the conversion from the multi-class classification to the valid/invalid classes is therefore exposed in Tables 4-6 .
This conversion allows a direct comparison of the outputs of each chain with the ALCD reference. The workflow for the Sen2Cor processor is given in Figure 6 as an example, and the procedure was the same for MAJA and FMask.
An example of the comparison for the three processors is given in Figure 7 , and similar figures for all scenes are provided in the Supplementary Material. On this particular scene, Sen2Cor had a great amount of false valid pixels, i.e., it did not detect clouds where it should have, and FMask also had quite a few false valid pixel, but to a lesser extent. For MAJA, the number of false valid pixels was again lower, but it also had some false invalid pixels, indicating that MAJA detected clouds where there were none. This was partly due to the dilation of clouds used by MAJA.
The differences of approaches concerning dilation are therefore an issue to perform a fair comparison. To solve this issue, we present comparison results expressed in two ways:
• comparison of non-dilated cloud masks, which means we had to erode the MAJA cloud mask, as the dilation was built-in within MAJA; • comparison of dilated cloud masks, for which we dilated ALCD, FMask, and Sen2Cor using the same kernel as the one used by MAJA; in this comparison, of course, we used the MAJA cloud mask with its built-in dilation. 
Comparison of the Results for Non-Dilated Cloud Masks
The results for the 32 scenes are compiled in Table 7 . Table 7 and Figure 8 show the comparison of the cloud masks provided by the three processors with the reference cloud masks generated with ALCD. The result of one of the masks, the August scene for the Orleans site, is not included, because the cloud cover percentage after dilation was above the 95% threshold, above which MAJA does not issue the product to save computing time and space. In the case of MAJA, the output cloud mask was eroded by 240 m to compensate for the dilation, which is done within MAJA processing. However, the compensation was not perfect, as a dilation followed by an erosion closed the small gaps in the cloud cover.
The results showed quite good overall accuracies, with average values at 93% for MAJA, 91.5% for FMask, and 90% for Sen2Cor. However, in this comparison, the fact that the MAJA cloud mask was dilated then eroded, while the reference and the masks from the two other processors were not, makes a difference, disfavoring MAJA. Moreover, as explained in Section 3, the cloud masks should be dilated.
Comparison of Results for Dilated Cloud Masks
It is therefore more interesting to analyze the results obtained when the cloud masks from the reference and all the processors are dilated. As stated in Section 3.1, MAJA dilates its cloud and shadow masks by 480 m. As a result, the results presented in Table 8 and Figure 9 compare the MAJA output (which is dilated) to dilated cloud masks of ALCD, Sen2Cor, and FMask, using the same dilation kernel as the one used in MAJA.
The four statistics (overall accuracy, F1-score, recall, and precision) are summarized in Figure 9 . The mean accuracy for MAJA, FMask, and Sen2Cor was 90.8%, 89.8%, and 84%, respectively. MAJA and FMask have a similar good quality, while Sen2Cor has an overall accuracy lower by 7% compared to MAJA. This means that 16% of pixels were wrong within the dilated Sen2cor validity mask, while the errors were reduced to 10% for FMask and 9% for MAJA. However, depending on the scenes, there was a large dispersion of results, which probably means that improvements can be expected by merging the good points of each method, for instance combining in the same method multi-temporal criteria, from MAJA, and detection using the observation parallax, from FMask. Compared to the performances obtained without dilation, the overall accuracies have decreased for the three tested methods. In the case of Sen2Cor, the large decrease is due to the number of buildings and other bright pixels classified as clouds by Sen2Cor. After dilation, the surface of these false clouds increased greatly. For MAJA, the source of decrease lied in the fact that MAJA can miss small clouds because the cloud detection was performed at 240-m resolution. When dilated, the size of these clouds in the reference masks increased, and the small clouds were given a greater importance in the statistics.
Regarding thin cirrus clouds, the comparison of reference masks with the three methods show (see the Supplementary Material) that, despite our definition of what a cloud is (a cloud visible in the cirrus band is still a valid pixel if it is not noticeable in the other bands), the ALCD cirrus masks tended to include more pixels than those of the three tested methods. Sen2Cor was often the closest to the ALCD reference in the case of high and thin clouds.
We have provided in the Supplementary Material of this paper figures similar to Figure 7 for each reference image. A detailed analysis of the results shows that Sen2Cor tended to rely mainly on the 1.38-µm band. As a result, it performed well on scenes with cirrus clouds, but it had degraded performances for scenes with low clouds. It also tended to detect cirrus clouds over mountains (for instance with the scene over Marrakesh on 2017-01-02). Sen2Cor also had frequent over-detection of clouds over bright targets such as bare soil or buildings. When these bright spots were observed on dark landscapes, the false clouds also tended to generate false shadows, such as those observed for the reference scenes of Arles and Ispra in winter. After dilation, this issue was of course worsened, which is why one cannot advise users to dilate Sen2Cor cloud masks.
FMask precision and recall rates were well balanced, which probably resulted from a good optimization of the parameters, but we noticed it tended to omit a larger proportion of cloud shadows than MAJA. We also observed false cloud detection for FMask over very bright targets such as the ones in the Railroad Valley images. MAJA had slightly better performances than FMask when the dilation was accounted for. However, MAJA tended to ignore small clouds or small shadows due to the lower resolution of the cloud mask processing. It also had a very low amount of false positive clouds and a greater amount of false negative clouds, indicating that some improvement could arise from a better tuning of the parameters.
Among the three methods, MAJA's results tended to be more homogeneous with no scene with an overall accuracy below 80%, while FMask had three images below 80%. Sen2Cor obtained an overall accuracy below 80% for seven scenes, among which two scenes were just above 50%: Marrakesh in January, where the Sen2Cor cirrus test classified mountains as clouds because of the dry air, and Arles in December, an image with scattered bright pixels detected as clouds, found their shadows in a dark surface. The area concerned by these false positive pixels was then extended after the dilation step. existing dataset indicated that the ALCD tool was capable of producing masks with a quality similar to manual classification via polygons, with an accuracy of 98.3% on the original dataset and 99.7% on the corrected one. However, the fact that the ALCD method required the existence of a cloud-free image prevented us from choosing reference scenes acquired in permanently cloudy sites such as Guyana or Congo. As a result, we were not able to provide validation in such situations that were not conducive to a multi-temporal methods such as MAJA.
The ALCD tool could also be used to prepare reference cloud masks for other multi-temporal sensors such as Landsat, and its methodology could also be used to build other types of reference masks, such as water, snow, or forests for instance. ALCD is currently being used at CNES to prepare water and snow masks.
Thirty two reference cloud masks were generated on 10 different sites in various biomes selected around the world. These 32 scenes have been made available for free download [37] , and the source code of ALCD is available on an online source repository [38] . These cloud masks were used to compare the performance of three cloud masking methods used to provide Level 2A products operationally, namely MAJA, Sen2Cor, and FMask. FMask and MAJA gave very similar results, with a small advantage for MAJA. The accuracy of Sen2Cor was on average 6% lower than that of the two other methods when considering dilated cloud masks and 3% lower with non-dilated cloud masks.
These results show that the multi-temporal cloud mask enabled MAJA to perform better than the other methods, but the difference from the well-tuned FMask was still quite low. The advantages of the multi-temporal cloud masks seem to be counter balanced by the processing at a lower resolution needed to speed-up the complex processing due to the use of multi-temporal methods. The MAJA processor computing time is currently being optimized to allow computing cloud masks at a better resolution. The ALCD dataset should also be used to improve the tuning of the thresholds of MAJA to get a better balance of false positive and false negative errors. 
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